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Abstract. We propose modified random early detection(ModRED) active Queue Management Scheme for
congestion control in TCP/IP networks. Our AQM aims at providing better control over the burstiness level
while remaining the advantages of Basic RED. We use ns2 to simulate a series of network configurations
and the numerical results demonstrate that Our AQM can achieve higher link utilization ,less loss rate& high
Throughput compared to RED without sacrificing its advantages in all simulation scenarios. The
improvement becomes more significant under bursty traffic.
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1. Introduction
When there are too many coming packets contending for the limited shared resources, such as the queue
buffer in the router and the outgoing bandwidth, congestion may happen in the data communication. During
congestion, large amounts of packet experience delay or even be dropped due to the queue overflow. Severe
congestion problems result in degradation of the throughput and large packet loss rate. Congestion will also
decrease efficiency and reliability of the whole network, furthermore, if at very high traffic, performance
collapses completely and almost no packets are delivered.
Traffic on the Internet tends to fluctuate and to be greedy. Ideally, a router queue management algorithm
should allow temporary bursty traffic, and penalize flows that persistently overuse bandwidth. Also, the
algorithm should prevent high delay by restricting the queue length, avoid underutilization by allowing
temporary queueing, and allocate resource fairly among different types of traffic [1]. In practice, most of the
routers being deployed use simplistic Drop Tail algorithm, which is simple to implement with minimal
computation overhead, but provides unsatisfactory performance.
Active Queue Management (AQM) policies attempt to estimate the congestion at a node and signal by
dropping packet(s) before the buffer is full. A responsive congestion control strategy then reduces its
transmission rate. This helps in avoiding further congestion and is expected to reduce the packet loss rate and
keep the average queue size low. When packets are dropped aggressively, the capacity of the node may
remain underutilized. An AQM policy thus has two components; one component estimates the congestion
and another component takes the packet drop decision. The performance, therefore, depends upon how
aggressive or conservative the estimation of the congestion is and also on how aggressively the packets are
dropped based on this estimate.
Active Queue Management (AQM)[2] aims to detect congestion in the network before it becomes severe
by overfilling the router queue. It means that the router tries to reduce the sending rate of the traffic sources
+
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by dropping or marking packets. There exist two approaches to indicate congestion: Packets can be dropped
and packets can be marked. First strategy requires cooperation of the endpoints and latter generates
additional overhead through re-sending. Endpoints have to react on marked packets as they have been
dropped and decrease their throughput. With this the same improvement of bandwidth utilization can be
achieved, but without additional overhead costs. Additionally some AQM mechanisms aim to reduce the
bandwidth of greedy flows by dropping their packets at higher rates. In this chapter we give a survey on
Active Queue Management algorithms that are suitable for Peer-to-Peer networks.

2. Classification of AQM Schemes

Fig. 1: Classification of AQM

2.1. Queue-based AQM
RED: The first well known AQM scheme proposed is RED[2]. It is one of the popular algorithms. It
tries to avoid problems like global synchronization, lock-out, bursty drops and queuing delay that exists in
the traditional passive queue management i.e Droptail scheme.
The main idea of RED is to observe the average length of the queue to detect congestion. If the
congestion is coming, the congestion information is sent to any source randomly so that the rate of the source
is reduced before the queue is full. There are two steps in RED. Firstly, compute the average queue length.
Secondly, compute the drop probability of the packet according to first step. RED uses the weighted method
like lowpass filter to calculate the average queue length avg Q
avg (1 − wq)avg + wqq

(1)

2.2. Load-based AQM
AVQ: The virtual queue is updated [8], when a packet arrives at the real queue to indicate the new
arrival of the packet. As in Fig 1 when the virtual queue or buffer overflows, the packets are marked /
dropped. The virtual capacity of the link is modified such that total flow entering each link achieves a desired
utilization of the link.
This is done by aggressive marking when the link utilization exceeds the desired utilization and less
aggressive when the link utilization is below the desired utilization. As a result this provides early feedback
than the RED.

2.3. Queue and load-based AQM
REM: Random Exponential Marking (REM) achieves high utilization with negligible loss or queuing
delay even as the load increases. This scheme stabilizes both the input rate around link capacity and the
queue around a small target independent of the number of users sharing the link. REM[2] maintains a
variable called price as a congestion measure. This variable is used to determine the marking probability and
is updated periodically based on rate mismatch and queue mismatch . REM uses an exponential curve instead
of a liner curve to determine the packet marking probability against price. Even though REM considers the
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queue size increasing rate indirectly in the process of marking probability calculations, it ignores the RTT in
the marking probability calculation.

3. ModRED AQM Algorithm
The main idea of the approach is to restrict the TCP transmission window with the flow control window
instead of the congestion control window, thus controlling the transmission window with a finer granularity.
Results from simulations show that the our algorithm modified queues improve on the average queue size,
one-way packet delay, delay jitter, number of packet drops and throughput as compared to RED queues,
especially in paths that have non- ECN compliant routers. Moreover, Modified RED (ModRED) does not
require modification to TCP implementations at servers or clients Mod RED is based on the two-drop
precedence policy. A packet is marked at the edge of the network as IN or OUT of its service contract and it
is treated differently inside the network, on the basis of this priority classification. The router inside the
network keeps just one queue for IN and OUT packets and apply to them two different RED algorithms as
we can see in Figure 2. Instead of using the same average queue size for both priorities, it uses the average
queue size for OUT (out of profile) packets, and the average queue size without taking into account the
queued OUT packets for IN (in profile) packets. In time of congestion the router starts to drop OUT packets
and eventually, if congestion persists, will start to discard IN packets, as well.

Fig. 2: The marking/dropping behavior of ModRED

We are proposing to use flow control feedback to reduce congestion at routers. In this thesis, we will
deal with congestion occurring at the ingress and gateway routers two major congestion areas within the
network. Our algorithm sets the window field to one maximum segment size (MSS) in the ACK packets 1
that are going towards the sender from the receiver, instead of dropping or marking the packets at the queue.
(The only exception that it will not modify the receiver window field is when the field has a value of 0. This
occurs when a TCP application wants to tell its peer not to send any more data). We denote our algorithm as
modification to RED schemes by affixing “mod(M)” before the name of the RED. In our algorithm the field
is set to 1 only if the average queue length is between Thmin and Thmax, where Thmin and Thmax, are the
minimum and maximum threshold values respectively. However, if the average queue length is greater than
Thmax, the packet is dropped

4. Performance Evalution
To evaluate the performance of ModRED, we use Network Simulator ns2 to simulate a series of
scenarios. Simulation results demonstrate that in all scenarios performance improvements can be achieved by
ModRED in terms of link utilization/node throughput without sacrificing other advantages of RED, such as
congestion avoidance as opposed to congestion reaction, avoiding global synchronization of source backoff,
etc. This performance gain depends on the bursty nature of traffic at the gateway. Significant higher link
utilization and/or node throughput is found for some cases of bursty traffic at the Router
A Dumbbell network topology is chosen to make it easier to understand the congestion network
environment. As shown in Figure 3, there are n connections in the network n is a variable parameter that
means how many connections share the bottleneck link. We choose n within 16, 32 & 64. The larger is the
number of connections, the worse is the congestion in the bottleneck. The bottleneck link's bandwidth is
10Mbps, and the n connections' output are all 10Mbps. The data transfer time (Tp) is 150ms.
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Table. 1: Mod
M RED Simuulation Param
meters
Bottlenecck link bandw
width

10 [Mbit/s]

Propagaation delay of the
botttleneck link

150 [ms]

Paacket Size

1,000
1
[byte]

B
Buffer
Size

100
1 [packet]

o for 16 nodee Network
Fig. 3: Simullation model of

Table. 2: LossRate with
w !0sec Sim
mulation Timee

Fig. 4: Simullation model of
o for 32 nodee Network

Table. 3: Throughpuut with 10sec S
Simulation Tiime

Fig. 5: Simullation model of
o for 64 nodee Network
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our comparrison study of
o the perforrmance of RED
R
ModRE
ED. The NS
S-2 simulatorr provides th
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simulate droop-tail, RED
D and ModR
RED routers. With differeent queue sizze 25,100 annd 250 packeets, differentt
loads like 25%
2
,50%,755 % and 100%
% ,where 25% load mean
ns we have divided
d
the nnumber nods with 4,if 500%
load means we have divvided the num
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w 2. Our siimulation has
h variable ssimulation tim
me and, NS-c
to simullate TCP prootocols. Modd RED- was simulated
s
byy extending thhe RED implementation..
2 includes code
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Figures 6 to 11 shows the loss rate and Throughput of Simulation results of drop-tail, RED and Mod
RED queues of 25, 100, and 250 packets at 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% load. As the queue length was
increased from 25 to 100 and to 250 packets, the packet loss rate was reduced from 0.36 % to 0.0%. A packet
loss rate of 0.0% is an indication that the queue never overflowed in the experiment. This result implies that
a queue of 250 packets is over provisioned for 50% offered load. These results show the trade-off between
small queues (25 and 100 packets) and large queues (250 packets). A small drop-tail queue obtains small
queuing delay but incurs a high packet loss rate (for example, the packet loss rate was 3.58 % for a queue of
100 packets but only 1.6 % for a queue of 250 packets at 75 % offered load at 64 node network). Because of
this, flows that do not experience any packet loss enjoy good response times with a small drop-tail queue,
especially those that are small. On the other hand, a large drop-tail queue can reduce the packet loss rate but
subjects flows to more queuing delay.
Hence, for large flows that dominate the links (in terms of number of packets) and are likely to
experience some packet losses (assuming that packets are dropped randomly and uniformly), the impact of
increased queuing delay is out weighted by the effects of reduced packet losses. Thus, large flows receive
better performance under a large drop-tail queue. Overall, the drop-tail queue with 100 packets is chosen as a
baseline for comparison with AQM algorithms because it appears to achieve a good trade-off for drop-tail
queues between improving response times for a large number of small objects and a small number of large
objects.
The performance of ModRED at 25% load was undistinguishable from that of the uncongested network
and of drop-tail with a queue length of 100 packets. At 50% offered load, ModRED delivered equally good
performance with both queue reference values of 25 and 100 packets and the performance for ModRED
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came very close to the performance of the congested network. As the offered load increased to 75% and
100%, ModRED obtain significant performance improvement over packet dropping.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper simulation results with different traffic and a uniform RTT distribution were presented for
Drop tail, RED and Mod RED of AQM algorithms that have been proposed recently in research literature..
we have proposed a modification to existing RED algorithm called Mod RED does not require modification
to all end system TCP/IP stacks but can be solely implemented in routers (especially for ingress and gateway
routers). This means that our algorithm does not require both the sources and receivers to be “compliant” as
was the case for ECN-compliant queues. Our scheme helps to reduce the average queue sizes of the RED
queues. By reducing the average queue sizes, queues reduce the queuing delay resulting in significant
improvements in one-way end-to-end packet delays and dropped packets. For large flows that dominate the
links (in terms of number of packets) and are likely to experience some packet losses (assuming that packets
are dropped randomly and uniformly), the impact of increased queuing delay is out weighted by the effects
of reduced packet losses.
In contrast to existing AQM algorithms, ModRED provides a framework for balancing loss rate and
queuing delay. ModRED is flexible enough to absorb transient bursts where the input rate temporarily
exceeds the link capacity. On the other hand, ModRED can control and stabilize router’s queue when
persistent congestion occurs. Mod RED gave significant performance improvement over the all other RED &
AQM algorithm.
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